
 

Welcome everyone. 

My name is Sue Swalwell and I started researching my family history almost 35 years ago 

when the family farm was sold. The trigger to starting this journey was the sale of the family 

farm in North Yorkshire & rescuing from the planned bonfire lots of paperwork and family 

memorabilia that my Dad thought was a load of old rubbish! 

Over the years, the project gradually evolved into a one-name study which was first 

registered with the Guild One- Name Studies in 2012 

Of course, this obsessive past time has had to be combined with a professional life in 

marketing & advertising or at least it did until I recently retired 



 

Certainly, when I started out I did not give much thought to the forenames in the family & 

what those names could tell me about my family in terms of relationships, cultural or social 

influences, status within the community or even family & surname migration. 

In today’s talk, I want to convey & demonstrate just how helpful forenames can be in 

pursuing your family history & hopefully encourage you all to look little closer at the 

forenames in your ancestry as well as adopting a more holistic perspective to your family 

history research to reveal more of the family story. 

It is also evident that a more unusual forename can act as a family marker that can provide a 

useful shortcut to identifying and tracking the right family through the records such as the 

census and parish registers etc. by helping us to discriminate between any multiple family 

contenders that are found with the more common forenames such as William or John. 

Further in my family history unusual forenames have also proved to be a useful aid to follow 

the migration patterns of my family both within the UK and globally. Certainly, the 

forename I am going to focus on today, i.e.: Lot, acted as a valuable clue that two families 

separated by considerable distances may be related. 

Finally, I want to show that a forename can sometimes lead to the discovery of a 

relationship & event that reveals the contextual relationships of the family within their 

community that had influence on the family and which may have triggered the introduction 

of the unusual forename into the family tradition.  

For today’s talk I am going to focus on the forename Lot but I have also successfully used 

the forename family markers of Anthony, Samuel and Benjamin to track family lines. 



 

I am lucky in that I grew up knowing about my 2xG Grandfather Lot Swalwell, as his 

blacksmith shop and home at Turton’s Cottages, Roxby, North Yorkshire was less than 10 

miles from the family farm at Loftus where I lived with my parents and grandparents. Lot’s 

grandson and my grandfather, George Swalwell, would often take us for a drive past this 

beautiful blacksmith shop and share his family memories of his family with us. Of course, I 

made no record of those stories or the knowledge that he imparted so I have had to 

rediscover Lot for myself and so the pursuit started. 



 

I was helped though by some of the items rescued from the bonfire as part of the rescued 

items were a collection of memorial cards going over many decades which had been kept by 

my Great Grandmother and Grandparents. In that collection were two memorial cards of 

Lot & his son also called Lot. These gave me the key information, i.e. date of death & age 

that allowed me to begin my pursuit of Lots. 

 



My 2xG Grandfather Lot who was born in 1829 in Great Ayton, North Yorkshire & once there 

I was relatively quickly able to establish my ancestry back to William Swalwell my 5xG 

Grandfather William Swalwell who died at Great Ayton, Yorkshire in 1806. 

At this point two factors at this stage in my research lead me to a decision to halt my 

pursuits of Lot’s … 

- the first of these was that there appeared to be no continuation of the Lot name 

further back in my ancestry and therefore it seemed likely to be an unfruitful focus 

for my research as that now had become focused on identifying where William was 

born and the identity of his parents 

- the second was the fact that although the descent of the Lot name continued it was 

through his second marriage where as I was descended from his first marriage so in 

terms of relevance to my immediate family it seemed less significant. 

The basis of this decision I had to question when I started to track and rebuild my family 

more broadly to try & get around my “brick wall” that was & still is my 5xG Grandfather 

William Swalwell …. so, let me explain why I reversed my decision re the value of the 

unusual forename as a tool. 

 

 

I am not sure which of these two approaches would be closest to your own but certainly 

when I started out I was focused on identifying my ancestors and was following a more 

genealogical approach to filling those gaps in my pedigree chart. terms Three things made 

me decide to broaden my approach to that described as family reconstitution: 



i) I had hit a brick wall in my Ancestral line relatively quickly so started researching 

more broadly in the hope that it would take me round that wall. It hasn’t! 

ii) my brick wall was hit only about 25 miles from where I grew up & all the ancestors 

were occupied in some capacity on the land so didn’t seem that their story didn’t 

seem that exciting so I wanted to find some more interesting family characters & 

stories. I have! 

iii)       I had registered a One-Name Study which requires you do adopt a more holistic 

perspective of the surname 

It is this broader perspective that allows you to see patterns within the family and identify 

the potential role of a more unusual forename as a family marker and therefore a forename 

family maker technique only really works within the context of a family reconstitution 

approach. Andrew Todd in his Nuts and Bolts Series 1 “Problem Solving through Family 

Reconstitution Techniques describes this approach as: 

“…. uses records to: 

- trace the full lives of relatives, rather than losing interest in them once they 

have produced your ancestral line 

- identify all children to a couple with their dates of birth (or baptism), 

marriage and death (or burial)” 

The benefit of this reconstitution approach I believe is that it develops a more holistic 

picture of your family & yields a much deeper understanding of them as a group in terms of 

naming patterns but also occupational patterns, associations with specific places, stories & 

social context etc. 

 



So why did Lot emerge as a family marker for my Swalwell ancestry. Well one contributing 

factor was the problem of surname variation. 

Now I know that most of you are thinking that with an unusual surname like Swalwell it 

must have been straightforward to track the family back in time …and theoretically it should 

have been after all there are only 217 of them listed in the 1881 Census according to 

Archer’s Software British Nineteenth Century Surname Atlas. 

However, it’s relative rarity creates a different problem. It leads to misinterpretation of its 

spelling when it is either heard or indeed read as people try to normalise within the context 

of the surnames or sounds that they are familiar with. A process that linguists refer to as 

dialect levelling. As a result, the way that Swalwell has been recorded in the actual records 

and subsequently transcribed can make for a huge variation in its spelling and only a small 

number of the variants I have encountered or that have been suggested by the websites as 

alternatives are illustrated here. 

Using the Archer’s British Nineteenth Century Surname Atlas again if all the potential 

variants of Swalwell are included the number of individuals rises by 80 individuals to almost 

300 …. so, although it is still a far more manageable task than searching for the surname 

Smith there is a real danger of false negatives in any search done as it does make it difficult 

to be certain that you have unearthed all the relevant entries for your surname even if you 

do a wildcard search.  

Further it can often feel that using Soundex or other such systems simply give you a greater 

no of finds to filter without necessarily adding to your relevant results. Can “Sloley” or 

“Sloly” really be judged to be a variant of the Swalwell surname but those names are 

returned if I search the websites on that basis. 

 



 

The second contributing factor to Lot emerging as a family marker was the difficulties 

encountered by traditional naming patterns. 

It can sometimes seem that our Ancestors were determined to make our lives as family 

historians as difficult as possible by using the same forename many times over across and 

within generations as well as within the same family unit. 

Certainly, the Swalwell’s were no different in this respect and discriminating between the 

various Williams, Johns and Thomas’s is no easy task but they simply didn’t think about 

choosing forenames for their children in the same way. 

 

 

That pattern of naming appears to have only started to change in the last century. Certainly, 

in the 18th Century and before there was a more limited name stock to be chosen from than 

there is today. For hundreds of years John and William have been the most popular boys’ 

names here. – it has only changed relatively recently. 

The major change in naming choices made by parents is that there 

- there is a much greater choice of names to be selected from and the awareness of 

those choice is available to everyone thanks to the baby name books & industry. Our 

ancestors would be selecting from the names they were familiar with in their family 

& community NOT a global selection 

- that rather than reflecting or respecting the previous generations there is a stronger 

drive to focus on the child….as reflected in some of the replies I got in response to a 

straw poll I did amongst my Facebook contacts i.e.: 



“we went with a name no-one already had in the family” 

“went for names that could be shortened to suit their personality” 

- finally, quite simply parents have different heroes that they want to reflect in the 

naming of the child  

Further those choices made from that limited name stock were strongly influenced by the 

names of close family members with suggestions having been made that there was a strict 

order to tha name choice e.g. 1st son after father’s father, 2nd son after mother’s father 3rd 

son after father etc. I am m no expert on forenames so how true this is and how certain you 

can be that this is the pattern they were following I am unsure but certainly historically 

there was a lot of repetition in the names used within families and that makes it very 

difficult to discriminate between individuals within a family. 

 

The British Nineteenth Century Surname Atlas published by Archers software provides the 

ability to map forenames as well as surnames. And doing this serves to demonstrate the 

nature of the problem re traditional naming patterns. 

The first is the sheer number of Williams or Johns within the population. For example, if I 

use two of the names in my ancestral line William or Thomas. A search for William in the 

district I am interested could result in anywhere between 2000 & 10000 results …. Thomas is 

marginally better as it would return between 1000 & 5000 results. Even in combination with 

the Swalwell surname, using a wildcard search, the number returned will be significant.  

There is a second problem, however, and that is the level of variation in the way a forename 

may be recorded …. it may be abbreviated, it may be recorded in a diminutive or pet from … 



it may simply may be misspelt but whatever the cause it could result in missing critical result 

because of an unintentional partial search of the records when you believe you have done a 

complete search giving you a false negative result. 

 

In contrast using Lot as the family marker provides a much lower level of “returns” even on 

a pure forename search.  This is the first of the two essential characteristics of a good 

forename family marker i.e.: that it has a low presence and numbers in the population 

whether that is at a national or local level. The second characteristic is that it has a low 

number of potential variant spellings within the records being searched. Lot as a three-letter 

word has little need for abbreviation of course it still gets misspelt but there is 

comparatively a much smaller degree of possible variation. 

So, the benefit of using those individuals with a more unusual forename, e.g. Lot, to track a 

particular family is that: 

- they can circumvent the problem of surname variation 

- they represent a smaller proportion of the population as a whole & so deliver a more 

manageable number of results from a search 

- If they are forenames that also have a more limited potential for abbreviation or 

shortening for the purpose of recording then they may help reduce the risk of 

missed entries in any search results 



 

It is in the context of family reconstitution research that forenames as family markers are 

particularly valuable. 

However traditional naming patterns in which forenames can skip a generation means that 

we need to adopt a higher level of reconstitution that adds another generational level to 

that proposed in Andrew Todd’s description. 

So, although we have saved “time & effort” by selecting Lot as a forename to research in 

terms of the number of returns that are generated from a search … the workload does 

increase again but with a much greater research focus gained and certainty. 



 

 

My searches to identify all the Lot Swalwell’s in the World have only identified ten men with 

Lot & Swalwell as components of the name globally so far. Further it has identified two 

geographical regions of concentration. Firstly, the North Riding of Yorkshire which I would 

have expected given I already knew of 3! 

The second concentration is in North America, i.e. USA & Canada. Could it be that all these 

Lots in North America were connected to my family? 

But first let’s focus on the UK … 



 

In focusing on the North Yorkshire records for Lot Swalwell & using those as a gateway in to 

the collateral family it has been possible to unite all the Lots of North Yorkshire into two 

family lines with a most recent common ancestor of William Swalwell who died at Great 

Ayton Yorkshire in 1806 & who is my 4xG Grandfather. 

This chart focuses on the male members of the family but of course the research did also 

identify the female members too. I will return to this chart later but the key things I want to 

point out here is that it has identified is that  

-   Lot or Lott first appeared as a forename in the family in 1791 & was present in the family 

for the best part of two hundred years in the UK. This is another important characteristic of 

a good forename to act as a family marker – longevity of use. 

- even though Lot is present within both family lines it highlights that the two 

branches have a different approach to naming patterns. Those names in white boxes 

are non-traditional names, i.e. they weren’t used before 1800. The descendants of 

John in the lower half of the chart use many more non-traditional names. This 

reflects, I believe, the different social & cultural differences within the two branches. 

Many of the members of the lower branch had moved away from occupations 

associated with the land e.g. schoolteacher, clerics, attended University. The upper 

branch, my branch had stayed on the land, in different guises but still on the land 

and had not strayed very far from the ancestral home of Great Ayton. 

Which brings me to the subject of how forenames can help with migration patterns 



 

In mapping the records, events for the Lots so far discovered in the GB together with their 

ancestors and descendants allows us to build a picture of the movement of the family from 

1761 through to the 20th Century. Just to explain the mapping the diamonds represent the 

actual life events of those bearing the Lot forename … the circles represent the collateral 

family that hold the Swalwell name or one of its variants so once a female Swalwell female 

marries her information has not been plotted and only those events that are in a different 

place from that of their host individual are plotted 

They didn’t migrate that far however … maximum distance of approximately 45 miles  

The first branch, the red diamonds, stays very much in North Yorkshire (my branch!!)  and 

move only within a very limited radius from Great Ayton. The second branch, the green 

diamonds moves further away from the ancestral home at the end of the eighteenth 

century and established the name in the Scarborough area where it exists to this day. 

It does also raise one significant question, however, in that the third branch relates to the 

original Lott b1791 cannot be found in the GB records after 1819 when his second son, 

William, was born at Pinchinthorpe 

Could he have taken the name of Lot Swalwell to North America and established it there? 



 

In fact, the original Lott who was baptised at Great Ayton in Yorkshire did migrate across the 

Atlantic at some point after the birth of his two sons James in 1817 & William in 1819 at 

Pinchinthorpe, Yorkshire where he was farming and before the birth of his first child to be 

born in Canada, Robert, in 1824. 

He was, however, only discovered by following the family reconstitution approach from the 

records of his Grandson George Lot Swalwell and his collateral family that revealed a paper 

trail to Quebec where Lot was finally discovered in the 1831 Census for Lower Canada 

where he was described as Loth Swalwell. 

His family, however, did not explain the presence of other Lots within North America. 



 

In fact, there were three further waves of migration of families who introduced & brought 

the Lott Swalwell name with them form North Yorkshire. 

As we have said Lott was the first arrival with this but he was then followed by: 

George Swalwell b 1831 & Elizabeth Grice who migrated shortly after they were married in 

1855… he was 1C1R* of the original Lott Swalwell, they also settled on the Canadian side of 

the border but in in Ontario. He named his 8th son Lot. 

Next was Thomas Swalwell b 1844 who migrated to USA rather than Canada & settled in 

Iowa around 1867…. He was also 1C1R* of the original Lott Swalwell but he also had a 

brother called Lot who he had left behind in Scarborough, Yorkshire.  He introduced the Lot 

name to the States via his son Lot Metcalf Swalwell who was his second son overall but the 

first son of his second marriage. So, I would tend to think his son was named after his 

brother rather than his 1C1R* 

Finally, William Swalwell b1838 & his wife Maria Burton migrated to USA & settled in 

Michigan in 1870…. He was also 1C1R* of the original Lott Swalwell. He was the father of 

Lott William Swalwell b1886 who was his 3rd son & 7th child. So why did he name his child 

Lott - he is using the same form of the name as the original Lott but it seems unlikely that 

William would have known him as the original Lott had left the UK before William was born 

& by the time Lott William was born the original Lott would have been 95 …. 

The only think that I can be certain of is that all Lot Swalwell’s so far discovered lead back to 

Great Ayton in Yorkshire and my family. Similarly, other forename family markers I have 

used have led to a common geographical source i.e. Anthony leads to Barnard Castle in 



Durham and perhaps even further back to Pittington in Durham; Benjamin & Samuel lead to 

Northumberland. 

 

 

As I have said earlier the name Lott was first introduced in to the Swalwell family in 1791. I 

am confident in that assertion as following the family reconstitution approach I have 

extracted all the Swalwell surname, and its variants, from the Paris Registers of Great Ayton 

that survive. 

So why did it appear & why then 



 

When I first encountered the Lott forename I assumed seemed likely that Lott was an Old 

Testament reference and that it was simply a reflection of William & Mary’s religious beliefs 

particularly as their next son was called Isaac. 

In “An Everyman’s Dictionary of First Names” by Lesley Allen Dunkling the name is said to 

derive from the Hebrew language and is said to mean “a covering”. The book does indeed 

link it to the biblical character but also describes it as being popular in the nineteenth 

century, 

Whilst it undoubtedly true that the Bible has been used as a source of inspiration for the 

selection of names it is more difficult to understand the parental motivation to choose Lot 

from all the Biblical characters available. As can be seen from these images his association 

with Sodom & Gomorra and his seduction by his daughters seem to suggest that he had few 

character traits that you would wish a child to possess unlike names such as Prudence, Faith, 

Charity.  Neither does it seem to have the popularity as a character to encourage its choice 

unlike Mary or Joseph of John. But I am not a particularly religious person and can’t claim to 

be knowledgeable about the detail of Lot’s bible story so it maybe that I am just missing 

something. 



 

However other sources do offer alternative explanations for the name. In Eric Partridge’s 

book “Name this Child” the name is linked to the Celtic word for Lion. 

Further its association with the romantic and heroic legends of King Arthur and Camelot 

with the character King Lot father of Sir Gawain seem to potentially represent a greater 

reason for the name choice. So perhaps this explains its popularity in the nineteenth 

century. 

At this stage I put my Lot research to one side having decided that it was extremely unlikely 

that I would know why William Swalwell & Alice Atkinson had chosen to name their fifth son 

Lot 

But then a little serendipity happened that lead to a new insight as to why the name had 

been chosen 



 

I was researching a completely different branch of my ancestral family, the Sleightholms, in 

a completely unrelated parish to the Swalwells, Rosedale in Yorkshire at the North Yorkshire 

County Record Office … when in this Terrier for Rosedale Parish dated 1809 I discovered a 

reference to William Swalwell of Nunthorpe in relation to land at Great Broughton in 

Yorkshire …. another unrelated parish! 

This land appears to have exchanged hands for the sum of £400 …a not insignificant sum & 

at this point all the information I held on William Suggested he was a small Farmer and 

certainly there had been no indication that he was a property owner. 

In 1790, £400 0s 0d would have the same spending worth of almost £22,500 at 2005 values 

according to The National Archives Currency Converter. This currency converter also 

estimates that in 1790 with that amount of money William could have as a farmer bought 

79 Cows or 38 horses. So not an insignificant sum and perhaps a life changing one! 

So, this needed to be pursued where & how had William acquired this land? 



 

I pursued the trail and consulted the Registry of Deeds at the North Yorkshire County Record 

Office which showed that the property transaction identified in the terrier had been entered 

in the Register on the 12th March 1788.  

Importantly this document indicated that William had inherited the land at Great Broughton 

by virtue of a bequest in the will of William Lott, a yeoman of Great Ayton in Cleveland.  

There is also a claimed relationship of nephew in reference but in all the extracts of the 

Parish Registers for Great Ayton I have not some across a proven familial connection 

between the Lott family and the Swalwell family.  Of course, some of the parish registers for 

Great Ayton did get destroyed in some flooding but the Bishops Transcripts have yielded no 

connection either. 



 

  

The Will of William Lott features bequests to more of the Swalwell family although William 

was obviously the favoured one… 

His brothers George and John are also mentioned but received £5 and William’s father 

received a guinea. All three children are described as nephews together with another 

beneficiary called John Hart who also received £5. Critically this is the only document I have 

that clearly states that these three boys are brothers. 

So, my conundrum now is to try & understand the basis of their relationship … is the 

description nephew being used in a precise way that accurately describes a genetic 

relationship i.e. the child of your sister or brother or their spouses or is it being used in a 

more generic way to describe a step son or cousin. or even an illegitimate child after all 

Mary Towlerton was 6 or 7 months pregnant when she walked down the aisle just before 

William’s birth or could it have been an unofficial adoption – Mary had died when the boys 

would have been aged between 2 & 8 so could William & Isabel have taken them in to care 

for them? 

I simply don’t know 



 

There is obviously a connection but whether it is a collateral or contextual one I can’t be 

sure at this stage.  

What is evident from the will is that William Lott chose not to acknowledge any of the 

children of William’s second marriage so it must be presumed that the connection somehow 

lies with Mary Towlerton. 

An initial look at William Lott in the Parish Registers suggests that he was the son of Thomas 

Lott and Catherine Armstrong who appear to have lived at Great Broughton. William Lott 

also appears to have had one sibling Mary – so why is she not mentioned in William’s will. 

The Dave King Genealogy website which is an excellent resource for North Yorkshire 

ancestry suggests that there is a strong link between the Lott family & Great Broughton with 

extracts from both wills & chancery records that relate to a disputed will of Henry Lott in 

which Thomas Lott, (William’s father appears), at least at an initial glance, to be the 

defendant. So, there are lots of leads to pursue to understand why the Swalwells were 

beneficiaries of William’s will rather than members of the Lott family. 

So, I am still in pursuit of Lott’s but now as a surname rather than a forename. 



 

But let me return to the forename one last time because I have an additional son to add to 

the debate …. but George & his descendants have never used the Lot forename now that 

may be because he only had two sons so the naming pattern never developed or it may be 

that he didn’t feel quite as grateful to William Lott for his £5 relative to what his brother had 

received. 

This lead me to review the role of the Lot forename in the John Swalwell branch and 

question whether it had the same origins as Lott b1791 clearly did. I think it is doubtful as in 

this branch the name first appears, unless I have missed a Lot somewhere, in 1850 some 

sixty years after the bequest was made by William Lott. This seems a long time to wait to 

make acknowledgement of the event. I have already mentioned followed different 

occupational paths …yes there were still some farmers within it but there were also quite 

several clergy and school teachers so maybe in this branch it simply is based on the biblical 

character or the legend of King Arthur. Whatever the reason though I am grateful they 

chose it as it had made my family reconstitution research much easier to pursue 



 

So, to conclude I hope I have managed to demonstrate that thinking & researching more 

deeply about the forenames in your family can be of considerable benefit. 

I hope I have proven that using a forename family marker within the context of a 

reconstitution approach to family history research is a valuable tool that can 

- provide a valuable asset in tracking individual families within the ancestral family and 

help to distinguishing between multiple contenders 

- unveil migration patterns of both the ancestral and collateral family within the UK 

and globally by linking geographically remote populations of the surname 

- provide evidence of a contextual relationship within the community that can add 

another level of understanding with regards to your family 

And can add significantly to the richness and depth of the family story 

 


